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Chattahoochee River User's Guide
by Joe Cook

by Ronald Altig, Roy W. McDiarmid

(on hoopla)

(on hoopla)

The Chattahoochee River is a mecca for recreation, a
priceless natural resource that provides water and
power for a great number of Georgia's citizens, and
an essential component to the region's ecosystem. As
public interest in exploring and protecting Georgia's
rivers grows, so too has the demand for clear and
elegant guides to our rivers. This book is the latest in
a series of river guides from Georgia River Network &
the University of Georgia Press that aims to meet that
demand.

Generously illustrated, this essential handbook for
herpetologists, ecologists, & naturalists features
comprehensive keys to eggs, embryos, salamander
larvae, and tadpoles; species accounts; a glossary of
terms; and an extensive bibliography. The
taxonomic accounts include a summarization of the
morphology and basic natural history, as well as an
intro to published information for each species.

Field & Stream Skills Guide: Fishing
by T. Edward Nickens

(on hoopla)

With practical advice for fly-fishing, bait casting,
spinning and even noodling, this handy guide
offers over 100 hints on gear, knots, boating, and
finding where even the stealthiest fish are hiding.
Fishermen from the dedicated weekend angler to
summer dabblers rely on Field & Stream for the best
insider information, and this book delivers.

Saving The Georgia Coast
by Paul Bolster
(on hoopla)

With this book, Paul Bolster narrates the politics of the
times and brings to life the political leaders and the
coalition of advocates who led Georgia to pass the
most comprehensive protection of marshlands along
the Atlantic seaboard.
Saving the Georgia Coast brings to light the intriguing
and colorful characters who formed that coalition:
wealthy island owners, hunters and fishermen, people
who made their home on the coast, courageous
political leaders, garden-club members, clean-water
protectors, and journalists.

DID YOU
KNOW

Marshes And Swamps! With 25
Science Projects for Kids

by J.K. O'Sullivan, Tom Casteel
(on hoopla)
Kid scientists will learn to observe and collect data
in swamps and marshes and explore wetlands
through hands-on STEM projects that deepen their
understanding of these special places. Wetlands
host a wide variety of plant & animal species.
Marshes and swamps filter pollutants, prevent
erosion, and serve as barriers for flooding. Wetlands
are living laboratories for scientists and students
who want to know more about erosion, water
quality, aquatic animals, and vegetation.

Living Beaches Of Georgia And The
Carolinas
by Blair & Dawn Witherington
(on hoopla)

Need a FULCO
Library Card?
Apply for a free
FCLS library card
to access good
reads today!
www.tinyurl.com/fulcoapp

What is the
GALILEO
Password?
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your GALILEO
Password!

Join Our Earth Day Reading
Challenge!

These beaches foster unique life-forms and accept
beguiling castaways from a vast marine wilderness.
Living Beaches of Georgia and the Carolinas
satisfies a beachcomber's curiosity within a
comprehensive yet easily browsed guide covering
beach processes, plants, animals, minerals, and
manmade objects. The guide is written in a familiar
style and is illustrated with distribution maps and
over a thousand color photos.

The Fulton County Library Outreach team provides FREE Virtual Library programs and
curated resources for your community organization or event.
Email Library.Outreach@fultoncountyga.gov for inquiries.

